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In this paper, an adequate B–H curve extrapolation method is proposed and its reliability is verified through

experiments. A method is developed to estimate the magnetic saturation induction from the density of the

lamination core and electrical resistivity. The magnetic saturation induction of electrical steels measured using a

vibration sample magnetometer are compared with the analytical results to validate the accuracy of the

proposed estimation method. It is found that the predicted error in the magnetic saturation induction of the

electrical steels are approximately 1.2% when the proposed method is used. The performance of interior

permanent magnet synchronous motors that applies the proposed method are evaluated via 2D nonlinear finite

element analysis and through experiments. Based on the obtained results, the extrapolated B–H curves from

the estimated saturation induction can be used for various analyses in saturation region.
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1. Introduction

In order to preserve fossil fuels and prevent further

global warming, the demands for the development of

vehicles that use electrical propulsion systems, such as

hybrid electric vehicles and electric vehicles have increased.

In particular, interior permanent magnet synchronous

motors (IPMSMs) are employed for traction applications

[1]. Indeed, IPMSMs have a higher torque density and

efficiency per unit rotor volume than other types of

motors, owing to the utilization of magnetic and reluctance

torques. Hence, a wide operating speed range can be

obtained with the help of field weakening control [2, 3].

Finite element analysis (FEA) is the most accurate

method to predict performance of an electrical machine

because it considers the nonlinear B-H properties of

electrical steel used for laminating electrical machines.

However, it is difficult to achieve appropriate rotor feature

design that yields satisfactory results in terms of back-

electromotive force (BEMF), average torque, etc. Fig. 1

illustrates an example of IPMSMs, which is designed to

carry a high magnetic flux density. In general, electrical

motors are designed to drive approximately 1.5 T (Tesla

unit) magnetic flux density in normal conditions. However,

in severe operating conditions, higher flux densities close

to the saturation range can be required. In particular, the

rotor’s rib and bridge are designed in a manner to reduce

leakage flux, as shown in Fig. 1. The latter is related to

motor efficiency and output, and thus, the rib and bridge’s

magnetic flux densities are saturated over 2 T. The pro-

blem becomes more apparent when fractional-slot con-

centrated windings are used for higher magnetic saturation

in the rotor’s core [4]. Hence, accurate B-H curve infor-

mation is required for reliable analysis of the rotor’s

saturated parts.

Frequently, an Epstein frame is used in international
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Saturation part (rib and bridge) of elec-

tric machines.
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standards to measure B–H curves. However, this measure-

ment system is limited to measuring B–H curves below

saturation. Thus, the B–H curve can only be measured up

to the point B
n
, as shown in Fig. 2. The extrapolation

technique is practical in extrapolating B-H data if mag-

netic flux density, B
s
 can be determined [5]. However, the

saturation value is not available to the users and can only

be measured with a vibration sample magnetometer (VSM),

or can be estimated from the chemical composition of the

material. Unfortunately, the VSM equipment is not easily

available for use because of its high cost and large size.

Therefore, a measurement method is required in order to

extrapolate the B–H data from the magnetic saturation

point without using the VSM equipment. It is important

to appropriately use the extrapolation method in the

saturated area of the B-H curve, and to exactly predict the

required value of the magnetic saturation induction.

Few academic papers discuss the extrapolation method

of B–H curves in order to define appropriate values for

the parameters of the analytical curve. Typical extra-

polation methods are introduced in [5]. The first method

predicts the area beyond saturation by assuming that the

slope at the last point of the measured data is the

permeability value of space. The second method performs

extrapolation on the area beyond saturation using the

slope of the last two points of the measured data. Neither

of these two methods can ensure the accuracy of the slope

(permeability), calculated based on the measured data, nor

can they predict an exact magnetic saturation induction

value. The Law of Approach to Saturation (LAS) men-

tioned in [18, 19] performs extrapolation on the magnetic

saturation induction as a polynomial series. The Expon-

ential Law Extrapolation (ELE) method in [18] and [20]

also performs extrapolation but as an exponential function.

However, the methods used in these two models does not

derive exact prediction values of the magnetic saturation

induction because the required constant values in calcu-

lation are estimated from the last two points of the data

curve, measured using the Epstein frame. The Saturation

Field Extrapolation (SFE), the method introduced in [18],

predicts the magnetic saturation induction using both the

last data value obtained before saturation, and a point in

the saturated region. However, the method has a large

range of error prediction because the prediction is based

on a random value between the magnetic field H
s

max

values obtained by the experiment and the magnetic field

H
s

min values obtained by calculation. In this study, the B–

H data is extrapolated using the quadratic function, and a

novel method is proposed to calculate the required

magnetic saturation induction value J
s
 from specific

resistance and density values of the material. J
s
 can be

expressed according to the aluminum (Al) and silicon (Si)

contents. These parameters are commonly provided in the

catalogue of material properties [7]. In addition, the

electrical resistivity and density of an electrical steel plate

change according to the content of Al and Si. Many

studies have been conducted to investigate these changes.

However, they focused only on the relationship between

the electrical resistivity and density of the electrical steel

plate and the Al and Si contents [8, 9]. In fact, few

research studies have focused on the practical estimation

of the magnetic saturation induction for electrical steel. If

the relationships between the quadratic function, electrical

resistivity, density, and metal content can be represented

by a function, then J
s
 can be calculated without using Al

and Si contents.

In order to verify the reliability of the proposed method

for various electrical steels, the saturation induction values

calculated by this method are compared to the average

value of the repeatedly measured values for each specimen.

In addition, the values of both BEMF and torque of the

motor, which was manufactured by one of the specimens,

are calculated by applying FEA, and are compared to the

test values.

In summary, this paper presents a novel method that

estimates the magnetic saturation induction using the

values of the density of the lamination core and the

electrical resistivity, which can be conveniently obtained

through the derivation of a mathematical formula using

the Al and Si contents (wt%). Finally, the proposed method,

which uses the quadratic equations to extrapolate from the

magnetic saturation induction, is introduced and its appli-

cability is discussed based on the result of a specimen test

and a motor performance test.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Extrapolate unmeasurable B–H data.
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2. Preliminary Measurements and 
Preparation

In order to test the proposed extrapolation method,

Epstein measurements are carried out for the five grades

of electrical steel used as a representative soft magnetic

material; these steels are commonly used in high power

devices, with low, medium, or high Si and Al contents.

The dimensions of the specimens are 3 mm × 3 mm, and

the B–H curve data are averaged over five samples. The

initial magnetization curve for electrical steel grade 1 is

experimentally determined by the standard Epstein test, as

illustrated in Fig. 3. To achieve the high magnetic field

required for the validation of the data extrapolation, a

VSM system is used to measure the magnetic saturation

induction from the electrical steel grade 1 samples. The

magnetic saturation inductions J
s
 of the selected grades

are tested at room temperature (300 K). To obtain the

saturation state data, the VSM is excited with the speci-

mens up to 80 kOe (6,366 kA/m), and the measured B–H

curves show saturation tendencies at 80 kOe (6,366 kA/

m), which brings the sample into saturation. The test

results are discussed in Section 4 of this paper.

3. Extrapolation of B-H Curve using 
the Quadratic Function

3.1. Extrapolation of B–H curve using the quadratic

function

In this study, the curve is divided into three areas for

proper extension of the B–H curve. As shown in Fig. 4, it

is divided into a measurable Region I, an intermediate

area Region II, and the saturated Region III that is open

for investigation. Region I is a measurable area that

includes the linear section and knee point, and the B value

can be measured based on the H value using the Epstein

equipment. Region II is an intermediate area that is

defined as the middle region between the measurable area

and the saturation area, where the relative permeability

becomes equal to the relative permeability of air. Region

III is the saturation area, where the permeability of the air

is equal to the relative permeability of electrical steel.

Equation (2) is used as the method for extrapolating Region

III. The following linear function is used to estimate the

saturation field flux density, while the quadratic extra-

polation function is proposed to estimate the high field

flux density in Region II [5]:

(1)

(2)

Fig. 4 illustrates the B–H curve drawn based on equation

(1), (2). In order to solve this equations, the boundary

conditions for the points between the three areas have to

be determined as shown in Fig. 4. In each boundary point

of Region I-II and Region II-III, if the differential values

for both areas before and after the boundary point are the

same, then the following four conditions can be applied.

(3)

H = aB
2
 + bB + c

H = B Js–( )/µ0

H
I

Bn( ) = H
II

Bn( )

Fig. 3. (Color online) Measured B–H curve data of the rep-

resentative electrical steel, Grade 1.

Fig. 4. (Color online) Method to extrapolate unmeasurable B–

H data and boundary conditions.
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(4)

(5)

(6)

Equations (7) to (10) can be obtained from equations (3)

to (6) by applying measured data for Region I, equation

(1) for Region II, and equation (2) for Region III. The

four equations (7) to (10) can be solved with four

unknowns, a2, a1, a0, and B
s
.

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Where,

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

Where, J
s
 is the magnetic saturation induction, µ0 is the

permeability of air, H
n
 and B

n
 are the n-th measured data

of the field intensity and magnetic induction of the

electrical steel, respectively. H
n-1 and B

n-1 are the corre-

sponding (n–1)-th measured data. The J
s
 is essential to

realize an accurate extrapolation. This value can be

obtained using the VSM. The system may be excited to

over 80 kOe (6,366 kA/m) in a way that the electrical

steel is saturated for the measurement of J
s
. In general,

this value cannot be measured without using the measure-

ment equipment. Thus, a method is proposed to calculate

J
s
 from typical material data, which can be easily found in

material catalogues.

3.2. Estimation of magnetic saturation induction using

the material’s characteristics

In order to estimate the J
s
 value of a material, an

empirical formula has been proposed under the condition

that the weight percentage of alloy components such as Al

and Si are known [10]. According to [11, 12], the follow-

ing relation has been proposed:

(16)

where %Al and %Si are the Al and Si contents. Although

both direct measurement and estimation methods are

acceptable owing to their high accuracy, few papers have

reported the J
s
 values of electrical steel and its alloy

components. According to ASTM 677-07 [7], the density

of the electrical steel can be determined from the Al and

Si contents. Hence, the density determined from %Al and

%Si shows a good agreement with the experimental

results of our study. Moreover, the electrical resistivity

can also be obtained through the empirically determined

Al and Si material’s contents [8]. The density of the

material d [g/cm3] and the electrical resistivity R [µΩ·cm]

are given as follows:

(17)

(18)

From the equations (16) to (18), whose unknowns are the

electrical steel’s %Al and %Si, and by combining these

equations, the magnetic saturation induction J
s
 [T] can be

expressed as

(19)

For convenience, d and R can be obtained from an elec-

trical steel data sheet for different material grades.

With J
s
, the parameters B

s
 and H

s
 can be estimated

using equation (2), and the B–H curve can be extra-

polated by the quadratic function (1).

4. Experimental Results of the Extrapolation 
and Motor Characteristics

4.1. Validation of magnetic saturation induction and

B–H curve extrapolation

In the calculation, the density and resistance presented

in the standard data of the electrical steel were used. The

saturation induction J
s
 values were calculated under each

condition using the proposed equations (16) to (19). In

order to verify the reliability of the proposed method, the

calculated magnetic saturation induction and experimental

values obtained using the VSM were compared. In the

experiments, five grades of electrical steel were selected

either with low, medium, or high Si and Al contents. The

magnetic saturation inductions of the selected grades were

tested using the VSM. The dimensions of the specimens

and test conditions are given in Section 2 of this paper.

Table 1 shows that the calculated and experimental

values of the magnetic saturation point J
s
 have a gap

ranging between 0.3% and 1.2%, depending on the

electrical steel specimen’s type. As indicated above, the

proposed formula is acceptable for the five grades con-

taining different alloy components; hence, realizing minimal

dH
I

dB
---------

B=B
n

 = 
dH

II

dB
----------

B=B
n

H
II

Bs( ) = H
III

Bs( )

dH
II

dB
----------

B=B
s

 = 
dH

III

dB
------------

B=B
s

a2Bn

2
 + a1Bn + a0 = Hn

2a2Bn + a1 = µn

a2Bs

2
 + a1Bs + a0 = Bs Js–( )/µ0

2a2Bs + a1 = 1/µ0

µn = Hn 1– Hn–( )/ Bn 1– Bn–( )

Bs = 2 Js µ0Hn+( ) − 1 µ0µn–( )Bn{ }/ 1 µ0µn–( )

a2 = 1 µ0µn–( )/ 2 Bs Bn–( ){ }

a1 = 1/µ0( ) − 2a2Bs

a0 = Bs Js–( )/µ0{ } − Bs a2B2 + a1( )

Js = 2.162 0.043– %Si× 0.0625– %Al×

d = 7.865 0.065– %Si 1.7+ %Al×( )

R = 13 + 10.52 %Si 11.82× %Al+×

Js = 0.37863 d× 0.00175– R× 0.79318–
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errors compared to the measured values. Figs. 5 and 6

show the B–H curve and the differential permeability,

which are obtained through the development of the

quadratic equation for grade 1 among the five test pieces

of electrical steel. It is found that the development is

smoothly connected to Region II, which is the inter-

mediate area. The saturation magnetic flux density’s value

of grade 1, calculated from the predicted saturation induc-

tion, is 2.163 T, and the experimental value is 2.169 T,

which represents only an error rate of 0.3%. Differential

permeability is also calculated. In the saturation area, it is

equal to the value of the permeability of air.

This result confirms that the proposed method for

estimating the magnetic saturation induction of the elec-

trical steel is reliable. Therefore, this study is unique

because the parameters %Al and %Si are not required in

order to estimate the magnetic saturation induction of the

electrical steel, and the latter depends only on the density

and resistivity parameters, which can easily be obtained.

Furthermore, it is clearly determined that using the extra-

polation method with the quadratic equation developed

from the saturation induction can be appropriately applied

in the design phase.

4.2. Model of electrical machine and analysis method

The predicted values of the electromotive force and the

motor’s torque are estimated by applying B–H curve data

Table 1. Magnetic saturation induction comparison.

Steel number
Density

(g/cm3)

Resistivity

(µΩ·cm)

Estimated J
s
,

(T)

Measured J
s
,

(T)

Error

(%)

Grade 1 7.60 56.6 1.985 1.991 0.3

Grade 2 7.65 48.6 2.018 2.014 0.2

Grade 3 7.70 40.3 2.052 2.039 0.6

Grade 4 7.80 25.3 2.116 2.108 0.4

Grade 5 7.85 21.9 2.141 2.115 1.2

Fig. 5. (Color online) Extrapolated data of B–H curve for the

representative electrical steel, Grade 1.

Fig. 6. Differential permeability of B–H curve for the electri-

cal steel, Grade 1.

Table 2. Motor parameters.

Improved model (unit)

Maximum power Approximately 14 kW

Maximum torque 128 Nm

Rated/Maximum speed 1160/6500 rpm

Pole/slot 16/24

Winding Concentrated Winding

DC link voltage 320 V

Residual Induction of PM
1.235 T (@ 25°C)

1.126 T (@ 100°C)

Fig. 7. (Color online) Motor features and motor prototype

(rotor and stator assembly).
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of the electrical steel grade 1, which is extrapolated and

compared to the measured values. In order to verify the

accuracy of the comparison, a motor that has a large

amount of magnetic leakage flux, and has a severely

saturated rib and bridge is selected. 

Table 2 presents the specifications of the electrical

motor. This is an in-wheel type motor used for vehicle

drive. The B–H curve data of the proposed electrical steel

are used in the FEA of a rotor with a rib and a bridge.

Grade 1 is used to fabricate the motor. Magneto-statics

analysis is performed, and motor characteristics such as

BEMF and torque at room temperature 300 K (26.85°C)

and 373 K (100°C) are calculated and compared. In order

to ensure the reliability of the proposed method, the

calculated characteristics of the electrical motor are com-

pared to those of an actual motor. The full load conditions

of the machines are 128 Nm and approximately 14 kW at

a rated speed of 1160 rpm, as given in Table 2.

Based on these assumptions, the electrical motor

performance is evaluated in a motor equivalent circuit,

considering losses after the motor parameters that reflect

the B–H data are calculated [6, 13-17].

4.3. Results of the motor characteristics using the

extrapolated B–H curve data for FEA

Fig. 8 illustrates the produced motor and its rotor and

stator used to validate the proposed electrical B–H curve

data. A load machine, a torque sensor, and the test motor

are serially and mechanically connected in the experimental

setup. Fig. 8 compare the experimental and analytical

performance values of the electrical motor, designed using

grade 1 steel. The line-to-line BEMF values, at 1000 rpm,

under the no-load condition, obtained via nonlinear 2D

FEA, are compared to the experimental results. The error

is approximately 0.57%, which is generally a satisfying

value. Furthermore, the tendencies of the experimental

and analytical waveforms in the graph are very similar.

Fig. 9 presents the torque accuracy under various load

conditions. The error between the experimental and analy-

tical results for the torque is under 0.7%. Thus, applying

the B–H data obtained by the proposed method in the

motor design provides reliable results.

5. Conclusion

This paper investigated a novel method to estimate the

magnetic saturation induction using only the density and

the resistivity values of electrical steel. These parameters

can conveniently be obtained through the derivation of a

mathematical formula using the Al and Si contents (wt%).

In addition, the proposed method to extrapolate the B–H

curve using the quadratic equations from the magnetic

saturation induction was introduced. The estimation method

using the motor material properties was determined

through analytical and experimental processes. The extra-

polation method was used to investigate the saturation

point in electrical steel. The difference between the J
s

analytical and experimental results is within 1.2%. The

results showed that the density and resistivity values of

the steel are important factors in estimating the B–H

saturation induction. In particular, the saturation induction

of electrical steel can be estimated using only the density

and resistivity parameters, instead of the %Al and %Si

values. Moreover, the characteristics of the electrical motor

can be accurately identified using the extrapolated B–H

data. Based on the analytical results, a motor model was

fabricated and tested. The simulations and design method

were validated through experimental tests. The measured

error rate of the electromotive force and the torque were

within 0.57% and 0.7%, respectively. The proposed

extrapolation method is undoubtedly useful for accurate

estimation of the electrical steel properties and for

designing the IPMSMs characteristics, using a finite

element method based on the extrapolated B–H data.

Fig. 8. (Color online) Results for motor characteristics (BEMF).

Fig. 9. (Color online) Results for motor characteristics (Torque

accuracy).
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